
Viccarbe Home: contemporary approaches to residential spaces

Space, light and use
Basically there are three main conditions governing the furnishing of 
a house; space, light and use. Understanding the space in question 
is fundamental, the relationship of the spaces to one another, how 
these spaces are lit and whether they get too little or too much 
natural light provides us with all the data that we can work with.

It’s also really important to know who is going to be living in this 
space, what their priorities are and how they go about their everyday 
life. It’s also essential to keep in mind the found elements, both 
the structural ones (columns, ceiling heights …) and the materials 
(flooring, wall colours, ornament …)

Depending on these considerations functionality is always the most 
important criteria to advise the client about. We believe in the 
beauty of objects based on their usefulness. 

Examples of functionality 
We think that choosing the right piece of furniture for the correct 
location is the best approach to achieve functionality.
It’s always better to have too little furniture, but well designed 
and complimentary pieces to having too many elements which can 
undermine the whole and give the impression of hording which is 
never comfortable.

A round or oval shaped dining table can, for example, be a better 
choice than a rectangular table when we are dealing with a small 
space with a square configuration, and we need to accommodate 
a number of diners and leave enough space for circulation. On the 
other hand a rectangular table with simple lines would be the most 
logical choice when the space is elongated in order to foreshorten 
the perspective.  

Designer Pepe Cosín points out the main elements to bear in mind when carrying 
out an interior design project for the home

Maarten, table and chairs designed by Víctor Carrasco

Klip chairs designed 
by Víctor Carrasco

Last Minute chair designed 
by Patricia Urquiola



Versatility
After a thorough examination at the spaces and the most common uses it’s then possible to choose 
the furniture items that best suits in terms of versatility and being able to accommodate a number of 
functions. For example we can use a circulation space to house a library or walk-in closet. 

An armchair or a sofa can be used to break up the spaces, or combine a dining area and a reading area 
within the same room without sacrificing the light. For work spaces at home which are increasingly more 
common, it’s better to choose pieces that can work in a room like small writing desks or shelves for kee-
ping day-to-day objects.

In more contemporary homes it’s more popular to get rid of the separation between kitchens, dining and 
livings areas. One has to juggle with a number of aspects to do with layout, finishes and materials in 
order to create an overall successful space.

Colours and finishes
It’s also clear that the choice of colour plays an important role in the overall approach to the space. Star-
ting with white and all its variations slowly but surely other tones have been added, almost always neutral 
tones graduating from cold to warm.

Contemporary design is loosing its fear of bolder colours but they are still almost always reserved for use 
in small doses, isolated parameters, or mobile and easily interchangeable items such as chairs, pouffes 
and side tables. On the other hand the use of wood in both furniture and floor coverings always lends 
warmth and purity associated with Nordic design. At the end of the day it is somehow the project that 
dictates the materials, finishes and colours required to make a real authentic stamp.

From left to right: Marteen table&chair by Víctor Carrasco, Holy Day armchair by Jean-Marie Massaud, Step sofa by Vincent Duysen, 
Serra table by Víctor Carrasco, Up in the Air table by Ramón Úbeda&Otto Canalda and Colubi armchair by RTdesign

About Viccarbe
We manufacture contemporary furniture developed by the most prestigious international designers. Our collection is a worldwide reference for 
lounge areas. Furniture useful for of allocating to our homes but also hundreds of facilities. We are present in more than 70 countries and we only 
manufacture in Europe under the enviromental certification ISO 14001

www.viccarbe.com
Follow us on Facebook and Twitter
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